Innovation! Quality! Value!

NEWSLETTER
Hi All
Welcome to the Dumor April newsletter.

NEWS
EURO
Well the Euro appears to have bottomed out at 1.05 USD despite the central
banks best efforts to continue the stealth devaluation to less than USD parity...
Despite this huge drop from over 1.35 to 1.05 we have so far made no general
tariff adjustment compensation to our pricelist and thus in effect have reduced
our already competitive prices by near 28 % !!!
This amazing price stability will continue while stocks last.... but not forever
Thank your euro politicians for this stealth tax on your wealth....

NEW PRODUCTS
The TRITON
is now officially available as its been fully tested and approved.
Of note:
- Fastest speed in its price class
- Standard fitment with pneumatic cylinders
for all functions (not only main roll)
- Higher roll heating capacity than competitive machines
- Film slit and perfing system in the
upper position for easier access
- Delivery in June
Detailed pdf is published
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Dumor sales progression/ order fulfillment to end March.
Due to the fast delivery of stock from our massive holdings we had a 100 %
machine and parts fulfillment quota in march and thus the sales progressed
by about 36 % vs last year.
We expect to have a similar progression in April.
NEXT FAIRS
We will be exhibiting at the following fairs in the next months:
Poznan graphic fair end may 12m2 with a local partner
note the general catalogue is now available in polish and certain machines can
be equipped with polish language displays...
Graphitec Paris early June
12m2 with our local partners Marquet, S-2-G , Beemage, Betton and RBS, we
expect the Triton to be on the stand along with most of our range.
NEW PDF OF MULTI AIR
The new pdf of multi air is now published and has 7 separate diagrams with
the possible combinations of accessories that can be fitted.
More than all the functions of competitive machines at 1/2 the cost...
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CREASER FOLDER DEMONSTRATIONS AVAILABLE
We now have a very qualified technician to do client/ dealer demos
of the creaser folder.
The machine will also be shown at several fairs.
Let us know if you want to see the machine running.
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Look forward to your enquiries in April.
Greetings
Dumor crew
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